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No product or brand can meet people's needs and expectations at all times. Companies that try to please the public often underwhelm their true target audience and achieve little in the exchange. Even if you manage to create an incredible experience in red, there will always be people who like blue. The great customer experience (CX) doesn't exist in a vacuum. To design an
experience that helps people come back, focus less on impressing the crowd and more on creating a plan that always delivers satisfying results. The truth about CXNo perfect Unique experience reigns supreme, but that doesn't mean companies should stop trying to board their CX games. Recent research shows that 96 percent of B2B buyers based their decision on whether to
buy back partly based on the experience they received. Even better, 83 percent of those who get a good experience will refer you to a friend. The customer experience is obviously important. However, that importance can cause marketer and business leaders to set unso realistic expectations for themselves. Instead of pursuing an unso achieving, great experience, set realistic
goals and implement customer participation plans to achieve them. Strive for consistency over perfection. Sure, some people won't get the message, and that's good. Your job is not to turn your channel into a waterfall with a 100 percent conversion rate. Statistics on how customers will leave on a single bad experience are misleading. Those customers can leave if they feel
dissatisfied, but even satisfied customers will find a new provider if they see a better option. It's all about navigation expectations: The best way to make people stay is for a brand to make good on its promises. Hard Truths About Good CXTo creates sustained loyalty, rethinking how you approach the customer experience. Stop pursuing un realistic dreams. You can still provide a
transforming experience and enhance uimaginable external loyalty. To do that, bring these three hard CX facts to heart:1. You will never achieve perfection, but so will they. You know you can't deliver the perfect CX all the time. The good news is, your competitors also can't. Take advantage of your competitors' mistakes by identifying opportunities to overcome them in the eyes of
your customers. You don't have to know everything, and your results don't need to be perfect; but you need to understand why customers will choose you over others, said Jennifer Tomlinson, senior manager of channel marketing at Microsoft.Unlearn your obsession with perfection by setting the right goals. What performance indicatorss are important to your company? You
should pay How fast are customers? Can you improve that response time? Identify internal figures and work to improve them. You may never achieve perfection, but through deliberate, in-on-the-rise improvement, you can do much better than most.2. You can't prioritize every customer. Those who tell you to go above and beyond for each client are snowing you. Your friend above
average in each encounter - it's mathematically impossible. As CX guru Paul Greenberg says, You simply can't please your customers all the time. Do not throw the proverbual kitchen sink at every customer in the hope that the overwhelming application of resources will lead to the end result. Instead, make sure you make every promise you've made to every customer. Put lavish
appreciaties on top customers who deserve it. Own this hierarchy throughout your organization. Teach reps and other groups to give special treatment to your best clients. Never let people get hanged (remember, make every promise), but don't go crazy when trying to meet an unsustainable standard of excellence for one-time buyers.3. You will not receive the full image from the
data. As much as everyone loves data these days, numbers never tell the whole story. Humans are emotionally oriented creatures, sometimes reacting un unreasonablely to situations in front of them. Jeannie Walters, consultant at CX, said: Neurosc science shows us that humans are incredibly irrational and emotional creatures, which means that each of us is a puzzle that
cannot be completely solved. Instead of taking data as gospel, look for patterns in your data to help design the best experience for most people. For example, if you regularly receive complaints about your shopping cart, look to the data for guidance. Does your bad shopping cart cost you a significant number of conversions? Have you designed a better working experience for your
back-end developers than for your buyers? Consider these factors when you decide when and why to meet cognitive needs. Your customer experience may not be perfect, but thankfully it doesn't need to be. Customers don't want perfection – they want the right, reasonable experience that gives them what they need when they need it. Embrace these facts and start setting more
realistic goals that will drive your profits. I have been very poor customer service recipient lately. Maybe that's because I've met a lawyer and an accountant to work through some tax issues, or because I've had to talk to a health care professional a few times too many times in recent weeks. In these meetings, I noticed a few little things that really annoyed me. The difference
between good customer service and bad experience comes in detail. They're here, in order... You will be surprised how many professionals who have met me in the last few weeks have had trouble remembering my name. A few called me Brandon (I hate that), but one made a point to write my first name on an immediate head pad. (Our brains want to see a direct reminder so this
is a good trick.) By remembering my name, a customer service representative took the first step in building a relationship with me. People who don't remember took the first step in crushing the relationship and made me wonder if they deserved my business. Quite a few visits to my office included an ane simple pause The rep had an incredibly slow desk printer that chugged-
chugged together a document print. Newer printers such as the small, desktop-friendly HP ENVY 5530 and printed documents in seconds. It means you can print faster and make customers wait less. Having a pile of documents on your desk doesn't tell clients you're busy with projects or have a full client load. It says you are not efficient and probably won't get around to helping
that customer anytime soon. Clean up garbage, put papers in folders and hide them in filing cabinets, and make sure your office is clean. It sends a message that you can get the job done. Maybe you've decided to cut corners with pens - or there are super cheap pens you can order from Vistaprints.com with your company name printed on the side. A branded pen has your phone
number, email, address and slogan on the side and that's a good thing. But not if the pen runs out or doesn't work. Invest in some high-quality writing tools. I love the Parker Pens urban series, even though they're spendy. You may not have 50 of them, but make sure you have at least one. In some of my meetings, I took my father to get some tax advice. In some cases, the
customer service representative has only one seat for the customer. Maybe it's a cost-saving measure, but it gave me the impression the representative wasn't prepared. You can drag a chair into the room, but that takes more time - and also makes you wonder if representatives will be prepared for much more important surprises. Speaking of extra seats, I noticed in some
meetings that the chair seemed like the company had bought it from Target in the late 90s. It was squeaky, not comfortable, and might even be ready to break. Customer seats should be the latest items in your office. If you are sitting on an expensive table chair, you are sending a message about who is the most important person in the room. Something as simple as Steelcase
Protégé works fine. I recently wrote about removing clutter from your desk to help you stay productive. The numbers Mr Potato Head must go to. At the same time, it is good to add a few personal touches to let a client know you are a human being with a family and can be a sense of humor. Maybe it's a funny high school picture of yourself or starting another conversation. Or
maybe it's just a solitary Star Wars figure to let people know you have the class. Nothing says I'm interested in what you're saying as a customer service representative who is recording notes on notepad. When you do that, you let customers know they are a high enough priority to record what they say. You don't have to record everything properly - in fact, you probably already
have their contact details and stories about their insurance risks. It's just a death gesture. The note sends a clear message that you want to understand the problem and will monitor it. You should try to record more than just one name, phone number, and address. A good good CRM Relationship management) strategies hinge on having full details for each customer and a way to
track sales progress --so including alternative phone numbers and email addresses, workplaces, and emergency contacts. If anything, it lets customers know you'll go to great lengths to stay in touch. When you're ready to finish the meeting, don't just shake the client's hand and send her along the way. Be sure to communicate exactly what you will do next and get confirmation
from the customer about the next steps. Otherwise, you leave her tall and dry. She would walk to the car wondering if the meeting was even that production. Production.
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